Deep learning models have a large number of free parameters that need to be calculated by effective training of the models on a great deal of training data to improve their generalization performance. However, data obtaining and labeling is expensive in practice. Data augmentation is one of the methods to alleviate this problem. In this paper, we conduct a preliminary study on how four variables (augmentation method, augmentation rate, size of basic dataset per label, and method combination) can affect the accuracy of deep learning for image classification. The study provides some guidelines: (1) altering the geometry of the images is not always better than those just lighting and color. (2) 2-3 times augmentation rate is good enough for training. (3) the combination of two geometry methods degrade the performance, while combinations with at least one photometric method, will improve the performance, especially when one method is a photometric method and another is a geometry method. (4) the sequence of methods in combination has little effect on the performance.
INTRODUCTION
Deep learning is powerful, but they usually need to be trained on massive amounts of data to perform well, which can be considered as a main limitation [28] [12] . Deep learning [10] models trained on small dataset show the low performance of versatility and generalization from the validation and test set. Hence, these models suffer from the problem caused by over-fitting.
Several methods have been proposed to reduce over-fitting problem [21] . Data augmentation, which increases both the amount and diversity of data by "augmenting" them, is an effective strategy that Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. Copyrights for components of this work owned by others than ACM must be honored. Abstracting with credit is permitted. To copy otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. Request permissions from permissions@acm.org. Internetware '19, October 28-29, 2019 , Fukuoka, Japan © 2019 Association for Computing Machinery. ACM ISBN 978-1-4503-7701-0/19/10. . . $15.00 https://doi.org /10.1145/3361242.3361259 we can reduce over-fitting on models and improve the diversity of the dataset and generalization performance [8] . In the application of image classification, there have already been some general augmentations, like flipping the image horizontally or vertically, translating the image by a few pixels and so on.
However, the machine learning and computer vision community has still been to place a large focus on engineering better network architectures and testing (e.g., [16] [15] ). Less attention has been paid to exploring better data augmentation methods with more variances.
In order to have an in-depth investigation and propose a guideline about how to use the augmentation methods properly, we perform a preliminary experiment to summarize guidelines and testify the explanation of the phenomenon. In the experiment, ten state-of-the-art augmentation methods are studied on three accessible datasets, which representing gray images and color images.
The datasets used in the experiment are the MNIST [9] , Fashion-MNIST [23] , and CIFAR-10 [7] . MNIST consists of 60000 handwritten digit images in the training set and 10000 in the test set, of which the images are in gray-scale with ten classes with image dimensions of 28 × 28 × 1. Fashion-MNIST is comprised of 28 × 28 × 1 gray-scale images of 70000 fashion products from ten categories, whose training set has 60000 images and test set has 10000 images. CIFAR-10 contains 50000 training and 10000 testing 32 × 32 × 3 color images with ten classes as well.
The main contributions of this paper are summarized as follows. A preliminary experiment has been conducted to find out how the accuracy of a deep learning model can be affected by the four variables: augmentation method, augmentation rate, size of basic dataset per label and method combination. According to the experimental results, some guidelines based on the four variables have been summarized to use augmentation methods properly.
DATA AUGMENTATION
Based on the existing work, ten state-of-the-art augmentation methods, shown in Fig. 1 , for image classification are adopted in the experiment. As for the selection of experimental models, ResNet-20 is chosen for CIFAR-10, and LeNet-5 is chosen for MNIST and Fashion-MNIST to conduct our experiment. Table 1 lists the methods and their own descriptions and ranges we used to augment data.
The reason why different augmentation methods can improve the model performance is that they mimic the image with different features when taking photos. Furthermore, these augmentation methods have different effects in improving accuracy, because differences exist in the quantity and quality of these features in the 20] datasets. Therefore, it is valuable to study how these features can influence on the model performance.
The original dataset with c classes is denoted as M. The basic dataset used to train model is defined as N ⊆ M, and the size of dataset per label in the basic dataset N is cnum. f and rate are the augmentation method and its rate we chose, respectively. The dataset, which is augmented from N by the augmentation method f , is named augmented dataset N ′ . Obviously, the size of basic dataset |N | is c * cnum, and the size of augmented dataset |N ′ | is c * cnum * rate. The models, which are trained by the basic dataset N and augmented dataset N ′ , are denoted as m basic and m auдment ed , respectively. The accuracy of m basic is defined as acc basic , and the counterpart of m auдment ed is acc auдment ed . The augmented test dataset is denoted as T ′ , which is augmented from test dataset T by the augmentation method f . acc auд_t est is the accuracy of the m basic evaluated by augmented test dataset T ′ . Also, we use feature rate, defined as (acc basic − acc auд_t est ), to represent the features that the model m basic has not yet learned from the basis dataset N .
SINGLE AUGMENTATION METHOD 3.1 Experiment Design
Our experiment is designed as follows:
(1) The training set N is randomly chosen from M in accordance with cnum. The basic dataset N is used to train the model m basic . (2) On the basis of N , each data is augmented rate times by the augmentation methods f . In order to obtain convincing results without loss of generality, each experiment is repeated ten times, and the average values are taken as the final experimental results.
Experimental Results
The experimental results are shown in Fig. 2, Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 . The X-axis represents the augmentation rate, and the Y-axis represents the accuracy. If the augmentation rate is 1, the accuracy is acc basic . Otherwise, the accuracy is acc auдment ed .
It can drawn from these figures that, for MNIST, the three methods of Translate, Scale and Rotate are good and relatively stable, while the Shear method is good but unstable. For CIFAR-10, almost all augmentation methods can improve accuracy. Among them, the Rotate, Scale, Shear and Translate have outstanding performance, which is 6%-11% higher than the control group. The augmentation methods are roughly sorted in descending order of improvement as follows:
(4) Invert, Equalize, Auto Contrast, Color balance. However, when it comes to Fashion-MNIST, geometry methods do not perform as well as in MNIST, which have a little accuracy improvement.
The accuracy improvement is used to evaluate the performance of different augmentation methods. The average values and medians of the improvement are listed in Table 2 and Table 3 . When it comes to a small amount of data, the augmentation methods can still work well. The smaller the amount of data, the more obvious the contribution it has, which indicates that data augmentation has a large space and potential in the field where learnable data is scarce, such as rare disease diagnosis and large earthquake prediction. Most augmentation methods can improve accuracy by increasing the augmentation rate. However, the time, space, and other costs increase rapidly, but the improvement of accuracy increases slowly. Small-scale experiments with higher augmentation rate also show that this is not cost-effective. In practice, unless there are extremely stringent requirements for accuracy, it is generally not necessary to take five times or more for a little improvement.
The results show that, for MNIST and CIFAR-10, the simpler the augmentation method, the more obvious the improving effectiveness. These results confirm the assumption when using a more complex model that it is better to use transformations that alter the geometry of the images rather than just lighting and coloring [20] . Figure 5 shows the results of a positive correlation between the feature rate and the accuracy improvement on both datasets, In the results of CIFAR-10, geometric methods generally better than photometric methods. This phenomenon may inspire us that features could be one of the reasons why it is better to use transformations that alter the geometry of the images rather than just lighting and coloring.
DUAL AUGMENTATION METHODS 4.1 Experiment Design
The design of this experiment is listed below:
(1) The training set N is randomly chosen from M in accordance with cnum. The basic dataset N is used to train the model m basic . (2) On the basis of N , each data is augmented rate times by the combination of augmentation methods (f 1 , f 2 ). f 1 is applied before f 2 . 
Experimental Results
The experimental results are listed in Table 4 , Table 5 , and Table 6 . Red numbers mean that the accuracy improvement of combination is larger than the improvement of both two single methods, while blue numbers indicate that the accuracy improvement of combination is between the improvement of two single methods. The remaining black numbers represent that the accuracy improvement of combination is less than the improvement of both two single methods.
It can be learned from these tables that, for MNIST, almost all the method combinations degrade the performance of augmentation, making its improvement less than that of both two single methods. When it comes to Fashion-MNIST, although combination (Invert, Rotate) successfully promote the improvement, others still fail to let its accuracy larger than both of the single methods. Besides, it can be learned from the result of CIFAR-10 that the combination of two geometry methods cannot improve its performance of augmentation, while many combinations, with at least one photometric method, has better accuracy improvement. The accuracy of these combinations are larger than the accuracy of two single methods composing the combination, especially when one method is a photometric method and another is a geometry method. For instance, the accuracy of (Rotate, Auto contrast) is 79.92%, while the accuracy of Rotate and Auto contrast are 76.56% and 74,24%, respectively. The combination improves the accuracy by about 3%.
What is more, it can be drawn from Table 4 , Table 5 , and Table  6 that the average accuracy difference between two combinations, which has a different sequence of methods like (Shear, rotate) and (Rotate, Shear), are 0.647%, 0.213%, and 0.891%, respectively. Therefore, the sequence of methods in combination has little effect on the accuracy improvement, at least for these three datasets. 
RELATED WORK
Image processing methods are implemented by PIL which accept an image as input and output a processed image [1] . The methods include ShearX/Y, TranslateX/Y, Rotate, AutoContrast, Invert, Equalize, Solarize, Posterize, Contrast, Color, Brightness, and Sharpness, as shown in Figure 1 . Various geometrical and photometric schemes are evaluated on a coarse-grained dataset using a relatively simple CNN [20] .
The experimental results indicate that, under these circumstances, cropping in geometric augmentation significantly increases CNN task performance.
Affine transformation, a 2D geometric transform method, is based on reflecting the image, scaling and translating the image, and rotating the image by different angles. The affine augmentation method is widely used for correcting geometric distortion introduced by perspective [17] .
The Cutout is initially considered as a targeted method for removing visual features with high activations in later layers of a convolutional neural network (CNN). However, the results in [3] [27] show that randomly selecting a rectangle region in an image and erasing its pixels with random values can be used to improve the overall performance of CNNs.
Histogram equalization is introduced as a data augmentation method [2] . Histogram equalization, solarization, and adjusting image color balance are conventional methods used in digital image processing. These methods can simulate the problems encountered when taking photos improperly, like harsh lighting combined with auto-white-balance will produce images that overexposed or underexposed.
Radial transformation is another data augmentation method [13] . This method samples images in the polar coordinate system and maps the samples to Cartesian space for the construction of new augmented images. A radial transformed image is a coherent representation of the original image and maintains the semantic validity of the data classes.
Random Erasing [27] randomly selects a rectangle region in an image and erases its pixels with random values. In this process, training images with various levels of occlusion are generated. This process reduces the risk of over-fitting and makes the model robust to occlusion.
Mixup [25] addresses the problem that other data augmentation methods do not model the vicinity relation across examples of different classes. It extends the training distribution by incorporating the prior knowledge that linear interpolations of feature vectors should lead to linear interpolations of the associated targets.
There are many existing studies discussed data augmentation methods. However, many of them focus on new data augmentation methods. The empirical study in this paper provides some guidelines to use data augmentation methods properly according to the application scenario.
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
Data augmentation generates new data by performing image processing methods such as rotation and translation. Our experimental results show that these augmentation methods work well even on a small dataset. Applying higher augmentation rate is not costeffective, because the marginal benefit is gradually reduced while the time, space, and other costs increase linearly. Our study recommends that the best augmentation rate is 2-3 times. Besides, combining dual augmentation methods, except for two geometry methods, does good for its performance. Moreover, the sequence of methods in combinations has little influence on the improvement. Simple augmentation methods such as translation, rotation, scaling, and shearing can achieve excellent results and are much better than more complicated methods in many cases. However, for some datasets, like Fashion-MNIST, these simple methods do not perform well than the complicated ones.
The results show that the performance is deficient in many cases when merely using professional image processing methods such as Equalize and Auto Contrast. A possible reason is that features pointed to by the simple method are more common in most images. However, models trained with training set which augmented by simple methods can get more learning data and stronger generalization ability, because an augmentation method means adding more features to the data, and then the model can eliminate the interference caused by the features and perform better. Visualization [26] may be used to understand the operating principle of augmentation methods.
In the future, more massive datasets and more complicated models will be studied in the future. There are some opportunities to improve effectiveness by combining different single augmentation methods. The mutation methods may be another strategy to [14] improve data augmentation. The data augmentation methods can also be considered in the test set to reduce the labeling cost [15] .
